Ocean Salt Painting

World Oceans Day is June 8! Did you know that 71% of the Earth's surface is made up of ocean? We often think that plants on land provide us with oxygen, but in fact, the ocean produces most of the oxygen we rely on to breathe. We need to take care of our oceans since they are essential to our planet!

Gather Supplies:
• Salt
• Liquid Glue (clear glue works best)
• Watercolors
• Paintbrushes
• Black Construction Paper
• White Cardstock / Watercolor Paper
• Pencil
• Scissor

Choose colors that best represent the ocean. They can be blue, red, light green – whatever you think resembles the ocean!
Paint your white cardstock/watercolor paper with the colors you selected and let dry.

Spread clear glue over your paper and get creative with the design. You can create unique shapes or different types of lines!

Sprinkle salt on the areas where you have glue and set it aside to dry.

Now outline or trace sea animals onto your black construction paper with a pencil.
Cut out the sea animals with a scissor.

Check out your painting that you left to dry and look very closely at the texture on the areas with the glue and salt!

Now glue the sea animals onto your ocean painting.

Your final ocean salt painting will look something like this!